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H I G H L I G H T S

• Impact of weather conditions on integrated design optimization approach is studied.

• Relative weight analysis is compared with FAST.

• SVM based surrogated models are tuned to improve prediction performance.

• Dynamic hybrid ventilation control based adaptive comfort models is designed.

• Applicability of passive design in major climatic zones of China is estimated.
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A B S T R A C T

This paper mainly focuses on investigating the influence of weather conditions on the sensitivity analysis and
optimization of a typical passively designed high-rise residential building. A holistic passive design approach
combining a variance-based factor prioritizing and surrogate model based multi-objective optimization was
previously proposed to explore the green building solution in the hot and humid climate of Hong Kong. The
design approach is further extended for application into a broader spectrum of climates across the mainland of
China, including the severe cold zone, cold zone, hot summer cold winter zone, temperate zone as well as hot
summer warm winter zone. The relative weight analysis is first compared with the Fourier Amplitude
Transformation Analysis (FAST) in prioritizing the weighting of design inputs for different climatic zones. The
relative weight analysis is then proved a feasible alternative sensitivity analysis method when its corresponding
multiple linear regression (MLR) model can achieve good prediction performance. Furthermore, a tuning pro-
gram in R is developed to improve the prediction performance of surrogate models with the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) algorithm under above climatic zones. The model fitting performance with SVM is proved to be
greatly improved by modifying the Sigma and C parameters. Finally, optimum design options under the five
climatic zones are discussed in relation to the outdoor thermal, ventilation and solar radiation conditions. This
research explored the applicability of the proposed passive design optimization approach in diverse climates,
and can therefore prompt decision-makers’ endorsement as a national green building design tool in the early
planning stage.

1. Introduction

Buildings account for more than 40% of the global energy con-
sumption, and the residential energy use in China ranks first in main
countries of the world [1]. High-rise residential buildings with pre-
fabricated standard units are becoming a popular construction practice
in densely populated areas to increase the land use efficiency [2].
Passive design strategies, recommended as alternative energy reduction
approaches in many green building guidelines (e.g. LEED, BEAM,
BREEAM), are attracting more attention in building industries because

of their potential in maintaining quality indoor environment and re-
ducing energy demands [3,4]. However, some passive strategies such as
the ground cooling and green roof have constrained applicability in
high-rise buildings owing to roof area, site coverage and structural load
limitations. Previous studies conducted by the authors have identified
important passive architectural design parameters covering the
building layout, envelop thermophysics, building geometry and in-
filtration & air-tightness based on their contributions to indoor thermal,
ventilation and daylight performances [5–7]. Prioritized design features
from sensitivities analyses were further coupled with the Non-
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dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II) to explore the op-
timal building design based on the developed surrogate models from
robust statistical modelling experiments [8]. These previous works
mainly applied passive architectural designs to the hot and humid cli-
mate of Hong Kong, where the hybrid ventilation is controlled by the
adaptive comfort model (ACM) to minimize the operation of HVAC
systems [9]. To explore the applicability of the proposed holistic design
optimization approach in more diverse meteorological conditions, sui-
table ACMs for different areas have to be derived from field tests and
statistical analyses.

The ASHRAE 55% adaptive comfort model is developed to address
the psychological shift and acclimation of building occupants in a
specified range of the outdoor temperature, air speed, metabolic rate
[10]. It is originally designed for the indoor comfort assessment in
natural ventilation conditions [11,12], while has been extended to
mixed-model buildings where natural ventilation is supplemented with
necessary mechanical cooling [13,14]. The cooling system is controlled
to maintain the indoor operative temperature between the upper and
lower acceptable limits of the ASHRAE 55 ACM. Such an extended
application of ACMs is only considered appropriate when the indoor
environmental control is completely subject to occupants such as in a
residential building. Apart from optimizing building energy use in the
hot and humid climate, the ASHRAE 55 ACM is also used for summer
time building performance evaluation, whenever the prevailing mean
outdoor temperature is within model requirements [15–17]. Similar to
the approach from which the ASHRAE 55 ACM was derived, Yan et al.
built adaptive comfort models for four climatic zones of China. Indoor
neutral temperatures were expressed by linear regression equations,
whose prediction accuracy could compete with current international
models such as ASHRAE 55 and EN 15251 within their required out-
door temperature ranges [18]. This study, however, did not give out the
acceptable comfort limits which are necessary for typical air-

conditioning controllers. A more detailed study was then carried out in
the cold Tibet area of China, where acceptable operative temperature
ranges were obtained for difference indoor humidity levels [19]. Indoor
temperature limits of 90% acceptability for the same area were also
derived from a second-order polynomial equation, which could be used
to formulate an ACM model in the cold area [20]. In moderate climates,
where winter outdoor conditions are between the cold and hot areas,
the ASHRAE 55 ACM model was adopted to address summer time
thermal comfort, while a modified linear equation was proposed when
the prevailing mean outdoor temperature is lower than 12 °C [21].
Sourbron and Helsen also proposed an ACM for moderate climates,
where comfort limits kept constant as the mean outdoor temperature
dropped below 10 °C [22]. Above ACMs are widely used in temperature
settings or comfort assessments in building energy studies to explore
the extent to which the operation of active building systems can be
avoided [23,24].

From the above introduction and literature review, it can found out
that applying integrated sensitivity analysis and optimization to pas-
sively designed high-rise residential buildings in diversified climatic
conditions are seldom addressed by existing research. Most studies
focus on one specific climate which are limited by certain external
conditions or design options. Optimized passive design solutions are
also scarcely related to detailed weather parameters. Furthermore,
surrogate models developed for design optimizations are not suffi-
ciently tuned to improve the prediction performance according to the
best knowledge of authors. To fill these research gaps, this paper
comprehensively investigates the influence of climatic conditions on
the proposed holistic design optimization approach within the broad
area of mainland China. The parameter setting of statistical models is
optimized for the application in different climatic zones. In addition, a
prospective alternative sensitivity analysis method to the variance-
based approach is explored by comparative modelling experiments.
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Fig. 1. Proposed research design framework.
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